GRITTY GATOR

(ILINOIS ELIGIBLE)

Brown Colt - Foaled April 06, 2021 - Registration #8W180
Microchip #985141001341505

Consigned by: Double K Acres, Agent for Keith Chupp, Tuscola, IL

13

By LINDYS TRU GRIT 1:52.1, BT 1:52.0s ($503,638). ORLYS SHADOW BT 2:00.4f-22 ($115) etc.

1st dam
EMMERS 1:56.2s, BT 1:55.3s ($76,415) 14 wins, by CLASSIC PHOTO 3, 1:52.3s, BT 1:50.4. As aged, third, chosen in Preferred at Hoosier Park. First foal.

2nd dam
SORCE ANN 2, 1:59.2, 3, 1:56.0 ($329,636) 22 wins, by SORCERER HANOVER 1:58.2. At 2, winner of IL Fair S. div (3 times) and final at Springfield, Violet S. elim and final at Maywood Park; second in American-National S. at Sportsmans Park, Lady Lincoln Land S. elim and final at Sportsmans Park, Private Budd S. at Sportsmans Park. At 3, winner of Hanover S. at Balmoral Park, IL Fair S. div at Springfield, Lady Ann Reed S. final at Sportsmans Park, Su Mac Lad S. elim and final at Sportsmans Park. At 4, third in IL Fair S. div at Springfield. From 6 foals, dam of 4 winners (3 in 1:58) including - MAGIC LANE (h, Lindy Lane) 2, 1:59.1, 3, 1:56.4s, BT 1:55.1f ($131,980) 24 wins. At 2, second in IL Fair S. div at The Meadows. As aged, winner of M M Down M Down. Series final at Hawthorne, Open (twice); second in Open (twice) at Bluegrass Downs; third in Invitation (twice) at Cal Expo, Open at Bluegrass Downs, Preferred at The Meadows.

KANTATION (g, Doneral) 2, 2:00.2s, 3, Q1:57.3, 4, 1:57.1 ($100,178) 11 wins. At 2, second in American-National S. elim at Balmoral Park, Hayes Memorial div at Duquoin State Fair; third in American-National S. final at Balmoral Park, Review - Greyhound S. elim at Springfield, Standardbred S. elim at Delaware County Fair. As aged, second in FFA at Pana, Open at Mount Sterling.

EMMERS (m, Classic Photo) 1:56.2s, BT 1:55.3s ($76,415) 14 wins. As Above.

SISTERILLA (m, Lindy Lane) 2, 2:05.2h, 3, 2:00.0, BT 1:58.3 ($28,112) 3 wins. At 2, winner of Open at Mount Sterling; second in PASS div at The Meadows. At 3, winner of Open at Mount Sterling.

Royal Ann (m, Royal Troubadour) 3, Q2:06.1f, BT 2:02.1 ($3,856). At 3, second in KY Fair S. div at Mayfield; third in KY Fair S. at Lacenter. Dam of ROYAL HAWAII 3, 2:02.4f, 1:58.3h, BT 1:57.3f ($175,531) etc.

3rd dam
COPA DE ORO 3, 2:05.0f ($5,661) 1 win, by LEGEND HANOVER 3, 1:56.1. From 13 foals, dam of 8 winners (1 in 1:56, 2 in 1:58) including - SORCE ANN (m, Sorcerer Hanover) 2, 1:59.2, 3, 1:56.0 ($329,636) 22 wins. As Above.

SORCE OF OZ (g, Sorcerer Hanover) 2, 1:59.1, Q1:57.2 ($58,392) 23 wins. At 2, winner of Arsenal Farms Series leg at Balmoral Park, IL Fair S. div at Springfield, Private Bud S. div at Balmoral Park, Sarah Myers S. elim at Balmoral Park. At 3, winner of IL Fair S. div (4 times); second in IL Fair S. div at Urbana; third in IL Fair S. div at Louisville. As aged, winner of FFA at Rushville, Topline S. leg at Marshall.

PEGASORCE (m, Sorcerer Hanover) 2, 2:01.1, BT 1:57.0 ($43,762) 6 wins. At 2, winner of IL Fair S. div at Springfield, Red White & Blue Series final at Hawthorne. At 3, winner of IL Fair S. div at Urbana; second in IL Fair S. cons at Springfield; third in Violet Series elim at Balmoral Park. Dam of TROPICAL SURSE 2, 2:00.4, 3, 1:58.1z, BT 1:57.2 ($21,241) etc.

KAN COPE (h, Sorcerer Hanover) 2, 1:59.2z ($34,631) 6 wins. At 2, winner of IL Fair S. div (twice) at Lincoln. At 3, winner of IL Fair S. div at Duquoin State Fair.

SORCERERS GOLD (g, Sorcerer Hanover) 2, 2:03.1f, BT 1:57.2 ($9,751) 5 wins. At 2, second in IDOA S. div at Duquoin State Fair. At 3, third in Mid West IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Jerseyville. As aged, winner of Topline S. div (3 times); second in Topline S. div at Marshall; third in ICF S. div at Belvidere, Open at Thunder Ridge Racing.

CABELLA (h, Cooper Lobell) 2, 2:12.2h, 4, Q2:07.4s, BT 2:01.0 ($7,455) 3 wins. At 2, winner of IL Fair S. div (3 times); second in IL Fair S. div at Carlinville; third in IL Fair S. div (twice). At 3, third in IL Fair S. div at Duquoin State Fair.

KAN LIN (m, Sorcerer Hanover) 2, 2:10.0h, 3, 2:09.4h, BT 2:00.3 ($7,306) 2 wins. At 2, winner of IL Fair S. div at Lincoln; second in IL Fair S. div (twice); third in IL Fair S. div at Springfield. At 3, winner of IL Fair S. div at Decatur; third in IL Fair S. div (4 times). Dam of PRAYER KANNECTION 2, Q2:03.2, 3, 1:59.1, 4, 1:54.0z ($91,568); DANDELIN 2, 2:01.2, BT 1:59.3 ($51,433) etc. grandam of KANNECTION HONEY 3, 1:54.4f, BT 1:55.1 ($100,178); APRIL SNOW 3, 1:58.4s-21, BT 1:57.0s-21 ($41,923) etc.

Wired (m, Sorcerer Hanover) 2, At 2, third in IL Fair S. div at Altamont. Dam of KAN WIRE 2, 1:58.3, 3, 1:57.3, 1:54.2s ($464,938); VICTORS PHANTOM 2, 1:57.4 ($125,994) etc. grandam of THE FEDERALIST 3, 1:53.5, 1:53.4 ($334,274); JUST CALL ME LADY 3, 1:57.2s, 4, 1:57.1s, BT 1:55.1f ($85,247) etc.

Stake Engagements
Downstate Classic IL Conceived IL Foaled